
Nature Masterclasses on-demand training aims to build the skills, confidence, 
and careers of researchers by drawing on the expertise of high-profile  
Nature Portfolio journal Editors and leading experts and researchers in 
academia and industry.

Did you know?*

Professional 
development training 
for researchers

We will work with you to ensure your researchers take full advantage of your 
subscription and ensure your training objectives are met by providing: 

Assets
To accommodate researchers’ busy schedule, our training is self-paced,  
bite-sized, and on demand.

10–15
minute lessons

Available
on mobile devices

Usage
reports

Monthly
engagement activities

Promo
materials

Grant 
proposals

75%
of researchers  
struggle with  
writing  
grant proposals

Publications 
and 
dissemination

81%
of researchers 
struggle with 
communicating 
findings to peers

Building 
your career

78%
of researchers 
struggle with 
networking

Scientific 
question

79%
of researchers  
struggle with  
ideation

Experiments  
and analysis

78%
of researchers 
struggle with 
data analysis

*Data from a Nature Masterclasses global survey of 456 researchers conducted in 2021 to understand their research needs.



masterclasses.nature.com

For more information, email your Account Manager 
or our Sales Operations Team  
salesoperations@nature.com

Nature Masterclasses is part of our Research Solutions portfolio.   
Empower your researchers with a comprehensive range of training,  
tools and services from Springer Nature.

Information 
& Contact 

Launching in 2023 Working Title   

On-demand training 
courses

Experiments: 
From Idea  
to Design

Finding Funding 
Opportunities

Persuasive Grant 
Writing

Scientific 
Writing  
(new updated 
edition)

Scientific 
Publishing

Focus on 
Peer Review

Research 
Integrity and 
Publishing 
Ethics

Managing 
Research 
Data

Data Analysis: 
Planning and 
Preparing

Data Analysis: 
Conducting 
and Trouble-
shooting

Interpreting 
Scientific 
Results

Narrative 
Tools for 
Researchers

Getting an 
Academic 
Research 
Position

Advancing 
your Scientific  
Presentations

Communicating 
to the general 
public

Effective  
Collaboration 
in Research

Networking 
for 
Researchers

*

*

*

Secure  
funding

Write and 
publish

Share and 
disseminate

Building 
your 
career

Design 
experiments

Experiment 
and analyse

*

Our curriculum covers a broad range of skill sets that researchers need at 
every stage of their careers, with new courses being added every year.
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